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Abstract 
For stochastic programs with complete (linear) recourse we present easily verifiable sufficient conditions for the strong 
convexity of the expected-recourse function. Both, programs with random right-hand side and with random technology 
matrix are considered. Among the implications of strong convexity those with respect to the stability of stochastic 
programs are worked out in detail. In this way, former results on the quantitative stability of optimal solutions are 
extended. 
Keywords: Stochastic programs with complete recourse; Strong convexity; Quantitative stability; Parametric linear 
programming 
1. Introduction 
We are interested in deriving strengthened versions of convexity (mainly strong convexity) for 
the objective function in a stochastic program with complete (linear) recourse. The latter is given by 
min{g(x) + Q(x): xEC}, (1.1) 
where 
Q(x) = 
s 
@(z(w) - A(w)x)P(do) (1.2) 
R 
and 
Q(t) = min{qTy: Wy = t, y 2 O}. (1.3) 
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Here, g : Rm + R is a convex function and C c R”’ is a nonempty closed convex set. Furthermore, 
we have some probability space (0, U, P) and measurable mappings z : 52 + R”, A : IR + RF. The 
images of A are understood as s x m matrices. Often it will be convenient to consider the probability 
measure ,U := P 0 (z, A)- ‘, which is induced on 5X”“+ I)’ by the mapping (z, A) : l2 --f IRS x R”“. Finally, 
q E [w” and W E L(R”, W) are a fixed vector and matrix, respectively. The following hypotheses 
ensure that the function Q in (1.2) is well defined (for details see [9,28-J): 
(Al) (complete recourse) for each t E: R” there exists some y E I@ such that Wy = t, 
(A2) (dual feasibility) there exists some [E R” such that W r[ < q, 
(A3) (finite first moment) j R(m+l)r ( II z II + II A II )&Vz, A)) < + cc . 
In connection with a vector, II.11 throughout denotes the Euclidean norm. In connection with 
a matrix, it denotes the induced matrix norm. Stochastic programs with (complete) recourse arise in 
the modelling of two-stage optimization processes, where infeasibilities caused by the uncertainty 
of data in the first stage can be compensated in a second stage after realizing the random data. 
More specifically, given the program 
min{g(x): XE C, A(w)x = z(o)} (1.4) 
with random entries A( *) and z( .), it is impossible to decide the feasibility of some x E lRm before 
A(o) and z(o) have been revealed. In a number of applications, however, one has to select x before 
knowing the realizations of A( .) and z( .) (cf. [3,6, 131). Clearly, in general this leads to some 
infeasibility z(o) - A(o)x, which has to be removed by some short-term (second-stage) activity y. 
In a stochastic program with linear recourse the selection of y is governed by a linear program 
(cf. (1.3)). Altogether, one ends up with the optimization problem (l.l), i.e., find some x E IF!” 
fulfilling the nonrandom part of the constraints in (1.4) and minimizing the sum of the costs in (1.4) 
and the expected compensation (or recourse) costs (cf. (1.2)). 
In the present paper we place the main accent on studying analytical properties of the 
expected-recourse function Q in (1.2). From the literature [9,28] it is well known that Q is a convex 
function on R”, provided (AlHA3) hold. Furthermore, Q is continuously differentiable if p has 
some continuity properties. Higher-order differentiability of Q has been investigated, too [12,27]. 
Our aim is to develop sufficient conditions for the strong convexity of Q, i.e., given some convex 
subset I/ c R” there exists some K > 0 such that for all x1, x2 E I/ and all 1 E [0, 11, 
Q(Lx, + (1 - /z)x,) < AQ(xi) + (1 - L)Q(xz) - 1cL(1 - 1) II x1 - x2 112. (1.5) 
This notion plays an important role for quantitative investigations in convex analysis. Provided 
that Q is sufficiently smooth, strong convexity is equivalent to strong monotonicity of the gradient 
and positive definiteness of the Hessian, respectively [15, 16,241. In our analysis the former 
equivalence will be used to verify strong convexity. The following motivates our interest in strong 
convexity. 
(i) Strongly convex functions obey nice properties when being minimized with standard methods 
of nonlinear programming (e.g., if Q has a Lipschitzian gradient, then the steepest-descent method 
is linearly convergent). Of course, difficulties in computing the integral in (1.2) prevent an 
application of such standard methods for the stochastic program (1.1). However, there exist 
numerical approaches to stochastic programming which “imitate” descent techniques by using 
estimated (sub)gradients instead of the true ones [S]. In this context, it is reasonable to presume 
a more rapid convergence when the original function Q is strongly convex. 
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(ii) If Q is stro ng y convex near the solution set of (l.l), then there is a unique minimizer x* and 1 
for any feasible x E R” that is sufficiently close to x*, we have Q(x) 3 Q(x,) + 31~ /lx - x.+ 11 2. The 
latter can be considered as a specific form of a well-conditioned (local) minimizer as studied, for 
instance, in [l]. Implications of such a conditioning for asymptotic properties of estimations in 
stochastic programming have recently been studied in [ 111. For the uniqueness of the minimizer, of 
course, already strict convexity is sufficient. As a by-product of our analysis we will also obtain 
a sufficient condition for strict convexity. 
(iii) The stability analysis of stochastic programs is another field where the strong convexity of 
Q (or suitable relaxations) turn out beneficial [S, 20,231. A number of quantitative stability results 
for optimal solutions are based on the strong convexity of the objective function in the unperturbed 
problem. 
The present paper directly contributes to the above lines of research by establishing easily 
verifiable sufficient conditions for strong convexity in terms of the data in (l.lH1.3) (Sections 2 and 
3). Hence, it is possible to check right from the model (l.lH1.3) whether it has favourable 
numerical properties, is well-conditioned in some sense or behaves stable under perturbations. In 
Section 4 we present implications of the structural results on Q for the stability of the model 
(l.lH1.3) when subjecting the underlying probability measure ,u to perturbations. The latter is 
motivated both by numerical reasons and by often having only partial information on the “true” 
measure ,u (cf. [S, 10, 19-23,251). 
2. Strong convexity-nonstochastic technology matrix A 
Quite often, model (l.lH1.3) is studied in the specific situation where the matrix A is nonran- 
dom, or formally, where A : f2 + R”‘” is constant P-almost surely. Then, of course, the 
function Q from (1.2) is constant on translates of the null space of A. If the latter is non- 
trivial, one easily confirms that Q cannot be strongly convex. This leads to analysing the 
function 
Q”(t):= j- @(z - t)kW, (2.1) 
RS 
where 5 E R” and p denotes the probability measure on R” induced by z: Sz + R”. Strong 
convexity of Q arises as an essential assumption in the stability analysis for stochastic 
programs [20,21] and, as it will turn out in Section 3, it is crucial for the strong convexity of Q if 
A is random. 
We impose the basic hypotheses (AlHA3) and note that, here, (A3) reads 
(A3) 
s 
II z II /ddz) < + co,. 
RS 
Furthermore, we assume 
(A4) the probability measure p is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
on R”. 
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It is well known [9,28] that, given (AlHA4), the function 0 is continuously differentiable on R”. 
Then, 0 is strongly convex (with constant K > 0) on some convex subset V c UP if and only if 
(Q”‘(L) - Q”‘(L))‘(L - 52) B 2K II 51 - 52 /I2 
Before presenting the main result of this section we collect a few prerequisites from linear 
parametric programming about the value function 
Q(t) = min{q*y: Wy = t, y 2 O}. 
The following pair of dual linear programs is associated to @: 
min(qTy: Wy = t, y 2 01, (2.2) 
max{tT[: W’[ < 4). (2.3) 
By (Al) and (A2), both programs are solvable for any t E R”. Furthermore, the feasible region MD of 
(2.3) is compact and, therefore, it coincides with the convex hull of its vertices a,, . . . ,&E R”. 
According to Satz 6.7 in [14, p. 1561, and the Basis Decomposition Theorem in [26] the following 
holds. 
Proposition 2.1. Assume (Al), (A2), then 
(i) @i(t) = max, = I, ._. ,, Qt for all tE R”; 
(ii) Q(t) = ZTt f or all t ~37~~ where pi denotes the normal cone to MD at ai, i.e., 
Xi = {~E(W~:U~(~ - 2,) < Ofor all [EMU) (i = 1, . . . ,l); 
(iii) it holds that lJf= 1 Xi = KY, andfor iI # i2 the intersection ~i,n~i, coincides with a common 
closed face of dimension less than s; 
(iv) Xi,nXi, has dimension s - 1 if and only if the vertices ai, and a;., are adjacent; 
(v) each of the cones Xi is afinite union of simplicial cones which can be represented as B(R”, ), i.e., 
as the image of FP+ under a linear transformation BE L(R”, ET) induced by a basis submatrix B of W. 
In our notation we now have the following representation for the gradient of Q” (cf. [9,28]): 
where < + Xi stands for the Minkowski sum {{} + Xi. 
Introducing the notations 
di:= - di, $({)I= /t(< + Xi) and I:= (1, . . . , l}, 
we obtain 
Q’(t) = 1 diA(5). 
id 
Furthermore, supp,~ denotes the smallest closed set C c R” with p(C) = 1. 
The following theorem is the main result of the present section. 
(2.4) 
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Theorem 2.2. (i) Assume (Al), (A3), (A4) and 
(A2)* there exists a vector [E R” such that W ‘1~ q componentwise. 
Then 0 is strictly convex on any open convex subset V c R” of supp p. 
(ii) Assume (Al), (A2)*, (A3) and 
(A4)* there exist a convex open set V c R”, constants r > 0, Q > 0 and a density 0, of ,LL such that 
@,(t’) 2 r for all t’E R” with dist(t’, V) < Q. 
Then Q” is strongly convex on V. 
Proof. The proofs for the parts (i) and (ii) differ only in their final steps. The subsequent joint 
considerations are based on (Al), (A2)*, (A3) and (A4). Let V c R” be some convex open subset of 
supp ,u, let t E V and u E [w” such that 5 + u E V. The proof will finally be given by monotonicity 
arguments, i.e., by (uniform) lower estimates for 
(Q’(C + u) - C!‘(O)‘u. 
In view of (2.4) it holds 
(Q’(C + u) - @(5))Tu = i;J(r + u)dTu - CJ(S)dTU. 
id 
By (A4) and Proposition 2.l(iii), 
Zj(s’ + u) = C.J(<) = 1, 
id 
and, of course, 
X(5 + u) 3 0, A(5) 3 0 for all i E I. 
(2.5) 
Therefore, we have two well-defined probability distributions on Iw with mass points dTu (i E I) and 
massesfi‘(< + u) (i E I) andJ(c) (i E I), respectively. Denoting the corresponding distribution func- 
tions by F, and Fo,,, respectively, the identity (2.5) is continued using Riemann-Stieltjes integrals 
and integration by parts: 
@‘(r + u) - C!‘(O)‘u = s, rdF,(r) - /n rdFo,Jr) 
= s (Fo,u(4 - Fu(z))dz. [w 
Now let us confirm that 
F,,.(z) - F,(t) 2 0 for all ZE[W. 
Denote I,(z) = {iEI:d’u < ~1. By (A4) it holds 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
FO,u(z)=P ( U {t+xi} id, (T) > 
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and 
F,(4=p u g+u+s>. 
iEZu (r) > 
We establish (2.7) by showing that for arbitrary z E R, 
u {5+“+xi}c 
kZ, (I) 
iEF(I1 I< + xi>. 
u 
Let I,(z) # 8 and I,(r) # I, otherwise (2.8) is trivial. Assume there were i. E Z,(z) and 
(2.8) 
Ui,E (5 + U + Xio}n R” 
{ \ .& (5 + xi)}. u 
Then there would exist il E I \Zu(z) such that 
uio E < + xi, 
(recall that uiEzXi = R’). 
Since il$l,(z) and ioEZ,(z), we have 
d;u<z<d;u. (2.9) 
Denote a:= conv{di: ie Z } and recall that di = - ai (ie I). The definition of hi (cf. Proposition 
2.l(ii)) yields 
diEargmin{tTd:dE5?} for all tEXi and all iEZ. (2.10) 
In view of Ui, - 5 - u E Xill we have by (2.10) 
diOEargmin{(viO - 5 - U)Td:dEg}. (2.11) 
Furthermore, Vi, - <E.X~, and (2.10) yield 
di,Eargmin{(vi, - i;)Td:dEg}. (2.12) 
In particular, (2.11) implies 
(Vi0 - 5 - U)TdiU < (UiO - l - U)TdiI 
and therefore 
(vi, - t)Tdi, < (Vi0 - t)TdiI - UTdi, + UTdia < (uio - S)Tdi,, 
(2.9) 
which contradicts (2.12) and (2.7) is shown. 
In the next step we show that 
a*:= min inf (di - dj)TU” > 0. 
jcZ iiEX; 
~~~ 
11 C/l = 1 d,,d,adjacent 
(2.13) 
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It is easy to see that (2.10) implies CI * 3 0. So let us assume that a* = 0. Then, for some jEI, 
inf 
iE.Y; 
m:“I” (di - di)% = 0. 
/lu‘i’ = I d,,d,adjacent 
Hence, for any yz E N \{O} there exists a u, E &‘“j, /I u, )I = 1 such that 
(di - dj)TU, d ~ 
for all i~1 such that di and dj are adjacent. 
By compactness, the sequence {u,,} has an accumulation point U6Xj, 11 ii/) = 1. Passing to the 
limit in the above inequality yields 
(di - dj)TU = 0 
for all in I such that di and dj are adjacent. Since U # 0, the latter implies int 9 = 8, which is 
impossible due to (A2)*. (Recall that - di (i 6 I) are the vertices of the feasible set in (2.3).) 
For the remainder let us fix some constant a > 0 such that CI < r*. For UE [w” introduced at 
the beginning of the proof there exists some j =j(u)~I such that UEX~. By (2.10) we obtain 
d;u < dT u for all iE I. Using (2.7) we may estimate below the final expression in (2.6) and obtain 
(Q”‘(< + u) - Q”‘(4))Tu 3 
s 
1;; + 4”’ (F,,,(z) - F,(r))dr. 
I 
(2.14) 
By (2.13) there exists an i, = i,(u)EI such that di, and dj are adjacent and 
d;u + x(IuJI < d;u. 
Consider .~i,j:= .%“i*n.X”j. Since 4, and dj are adjacent, Proposition 2.l(iv) implies that 9i,j is 
a joint facet (closed (s - 1)-dimensional face) of Xi* and CXj. 
Then, for all r E [w with d:zt < z < d; u + CI )I u 11 the following inclusion is valid: 
. . (2.15) 
Let us first verify 
o<$J<l{,‘+Au+ai,j}c ir’+ 
i 
(_/ xi. 
I 
(2.16) 
id, (T) 
Of course, j E I,(r) for each of the above r E 1w. Consider arbitrary i* E [0, 1) and UitjE 9i*j c Xj. 
Since ~j is a convex cone and u EX~, this implies /lu + ui*jEXj, verifying (2.16). 
Now we show that 
U {c + I?U + 9i, j}n t + U + u Xi = 8 for all r in question. 
OCA<l isl, (r) 
Assume, on the contrary, that for some z in question there were 1~ [0, l), ui,jE~i,j, UiE pi 
(iEI,(T)) such that 
5 + AU + Ui*j = 4 + U + Ui. 
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This would yield 
Ui = - (1 - n)u + ui,jE~i, 
and, by (2.10), 
(Ui,j - (1 - A)n)Tdi < (ui,j - (1 - n)~)‘d for all d E 9. 
In particular, 
(U,*j - (1 - A)U)Tdi < (Ui,j - (1 - A)u)‘~*) 
implying 
Uijdi - U:di* < (1 - /l)UT(di - die). 
By the selection of i, and by i E Z,(z) we have 
UTdit > UTdj + a 11 U 11 >, z ~ UTdi. 
Hence, 
u:jdi - uEjdi* < 0, 
in contradiction to Ui*jEgi*i+j c Xi* and (2.10). This verifies (2.15). 
Let z E [w such that d;u < 7 d d:u + a I/ u 11. Then, the following holds due to (A4), (2.8) and (2.15): 
F%“(T) - F,(z) = {~+“+xil > 
=P (i t+ U xi >\I c+U+ U Xi id,(K) id, (T) I> 
2P o<t_)ql{C+'u+Fi*j) . . . > 
The last expression does not depend on z. Hence, (2.14) implies 
(Q’({ + u) - Q”‘(S))Tu 3 a. II u II . P 
( 
o ,‘;‘, 1 {r + IA4 + Fi*j > ’ (2.17) 
The set UoGnGl {[+lu+Pitj}’ ’ .’ 
> 
IS cylindric and located between the two parallel affine hyper- 
planes 
< + span Fi, j and 5 + u + span Fi* j. 
We start the (lower) estimation of p(Uo G 1 $ 1 { 5 + ;iu + Fi* j }) by deriving a lower bound for the 
Hausdorff distance of the above hyperplanes. 
Recall that Fiaj = ,X,*n,Xj and therefore (see (2.10)) 
uEjdi* = u:jdj = min{uEjd:dE9} for all uiej~Firj. 
Since Bi, j is (s - 1)-dimensional, the orthogonal complement (span Pi* j)’ is thus spanned by the 
vector di* - dj. 
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Hence, the Hausdorff distance of 5 + span Bit j and t + u + span ,Fi, j equals 
II di* - dj II . 
Introducing the positive constant 
6:= max { 11 dil - di2 11 : il, i2 E I, di,, di, adjacent}, 
we obtain 
(die - dj)TU a 
I/die - dj// ’ 3 ““” 
11 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
Let us now verify the assertions (i) and (ii) of our theorem. Since I/ is an open subset of supp ,D and 
5 E I/, it holds 
P 
( 
o ,v< 1 (5 + AU + Fi.(u)j(u) > 0 for all UE R’\{O>. 
. . 
Together with (2.17) this yields 
(Q’([ + u) - Q’(5))Tu > 0, 
for all 5 E I/ and all u E R”\(O) such that t + u E I’. 
Hence, the gradient of Q is strictly monotone and, therefore, 0 is strictly convex on I/. 
NOW impose (A4)* and denote Ff*j:= {fi E Fi,j : II 12 I/ d Q}. Then it holds 
where I, denotes the s-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
By (2.18) and (2.19) one obtains 
1, U {J-U +Ff*j> 2: IlUll'ls-l(F~*j)~ 
OSA<l > 
We introduce the constant 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
lmin = min{E,_,(Ffli,):i 1, i, EI, ~ili2 = ~il”~iz is a facet}. 
Altogether, only finitely many facets Filiz may occur. Therefore, lmin > 0. Using (2.17), (2.20) and 
(2.21) we finally obtain 
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By construction, the (positive) constants CC, 6 and Emin do neither depend on 5 nor on U. Hence, 
Q” is strongly convex on I/ with the constant II = iR21min6-ir. 0 
In what follows, we discuss the assumptions of the above theorem, present special cases and 
comment on relations to elder results. 
Proposition 2.3. Assume (AlHA4). Then (A2)* is necessary for the strict convexity of& 
Proof. Assume that 0 is strictly convex and that (A2)* does not hold. Then there exist U, E KY, 
u. E [w”\(O) such that 
conv{&:iEI) C U. + (span{u,})*. 
With arbitrary 5 E R” we have 
mt + uo) - Q”‘(3)’ uOz ~A(5+"O)di-~.h(t)di TUO=O~ 
id id > 
in contradiction to the strict monotonicity of Q”‘. 0 
Remark 2.4. If p can be represented as a convex combination ,u = Lpi + (1 - 1)~~ (with 
0 < L < l), then Theorem 2.2 already works if (A4) (or (A4)“) holds for one of the measures ,ui, pz, 
only. Indeed, Q” is then strictly (strongly) convex as the sum of a convex and a strictly (strongly) 
convex function. 
Remark 2.5. If (A4)* fails, i.e., if there does not exist a positive uniform lower bound for the density 
O,, then the estimate (2.17) in the proof of Theorem 2.2 can be used to check whether some 
modified lower bound 
is available, where 4 : R, -+ IFi+ is some strictly increasing function with 4(O) = 0. In this way one 
obtains another type of monotonicity of Q”’ resulting in another type of uniform convexity for Q”. 
More specifically, the con_vexity module 11 ijl - t2 11 2 in the definition of strong convexity is replaced 
by #(II t1 - t2 II 1, where 4~ : R+ + 03, is a strictly increasing function with 4(O) = 0. For a detailed 
discussion of this type of uniform convexity, see [24]. 
Remark 2.6. The proof of Theorem 2.2 also gives some indication how to proceed when 
wishing to’ estimate the strong-convexity constant E. Then, of course, much depends 
on how explicit the polyhedron M, (cf. (2.3)), its vertices and normal cones are available. 
In Section 3 it will be important that (for fixed Q > 0) the constant I;- is of the 
form il = Eo(q, W ). ii1 (p) where E. = ja26- ’ lmin depends only on q, W and i?i = r depends 
only on p. 
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Remark 2.7. If (A2) is fulfilled but not (A2)*, the latter may be guaranteed by a proper increase of 
the second stage costs qk (k = 1, . . . , rii). 
To illustrate the impact of assumption (A2)* we consider the function Q” for 
w= ( 10-l 0 1 1 > 1 -1 ’ 
and different instances of the cost vector qE R4. It is easy to see that W fulfills (Al), and we will 
always assume that ,U is selected in such a way that (A3) and (A4) are met. 
Let q = ( - 1, - 1, - 1, l)T. Then the feasible region MD in (2.3) degenerates to a singleton. Of 
course, (A2)* is violated and, moreover, there is only one vertex of MD. Hence, the gradient of Q” is 
constant, and Q” is linear. If we increase the costs to q = (1, - 1, 1, l)T, then MD turns into the 
convex hull of the points ( - 2, - l)T and (2, - l)T. Therefore, the second component of 0’ is 
always equal to 1, implying that Q”’ cannot be strictly monotone. For q = (1, 0, 1, l)T we have 
MD = conv{( - 1, O)T, (1, O)T, (2, - l)T, ( - 2, - 1)‘) which has a nonempty interior, and 
Theorem 2.2(i) works. 
In the following proposition we present necessary and sufficient conditions for (A2)* for two 
specific classes of second-stage problems. 
Proposition 2.8. (i) (Extended simple recourse). Suppose that WE L(R2”, R’), W = (H, - H) with 
some nonsingular matrix H E I@“, KY). Split q into q+, q- such that qT = (q+T, qeT), q+, q- E R”. 
Then (Al) is always fuljilled and (A2)* holds {f and only ij’q+ + q- > 0 componentwise. 
(ii) Suppose that W E L(R”+ ‘, R”)fil$ls (Al) and that (A2) holds. Then (A2)” is fu&illed fund only 
ifq$im WT. 
Proof. (i) It is well known that our assumptions imply (Al). Furthermore, it holds 
WT5<q for some [E R”, 
iff HT[ < q+ and - HT[ < q- for some [E R”, 
iff - q- < HTc < q+ for some [E R”, 
iff O<q+ +q (since H is nonsingular). 
(ii) only if: Suppose there were z, r E R” such that WT 5 = q and WT i’ < q. Consider c(z) = 
c.+ z( r - 5) for arbitrary z > 0. It holds 
WT[(2) = WT [+ zWT( C- r) < q for all z > 0. 
Hence, the set { 5 E R”: W T[ < q} is unbounded in contradiction to (Al), (A2) and the duality 
theorem of linear programming. 
$ (Al) and WEL(KV+~, KY) imply that each collection of s different columns of W forms 
a nonsingular matrix (see, e.g., [9]). Furthermore, the matrices Bi, . . . , B,, I formed in this way are 
just the basis matrices mentioned in Proposition 2.1(v). Moreover, each of the cones -Xi here 
coincides with Bi(rWS, ) for some i E { 1, . , s + 1 } . 
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For any basis matrix Bi (iE { 1, . . . ,s + 11) we denote by Ni the nonbasic part of W (here, of 
course, Ni always consists of one column) and we denote by q&, qNi the subvectors of 4 formed by 
the components corresponding to the columns in Bi and Ni, respectively. 
Then (cf., e.g., [IS]) d”i = (B,r’)Tq,t, and qNi - N?(B; l)TqBi 2 0 for all iE (1, . . . ,s + l}. 
Consider WTd”ii The components of WTd”i belonging to columns in Bi obviously coincide with 
the corresponding components in qe,. For the nonbasic component we must have 
since otherwise WTd”i = q in contradiction to q 4 im WT. 
Now it is easy to see that T:= (l/(s + 1)) Cl=*: d”i fulfills IV’< < q componentwise. 0 
Remark 2.9. Using completely different techniques, another sufficient condition for the strong 
convexity of Q” was derived in Theorem 3.1 in [21]. Compared to Theorem 2.2 the analysis in [21] 
needs the additional assumption that Q has a locally Lipschitzian gradient. Moreover, the 
verification of the sufficient condition in Theorem 3.1 in [21] is more technical since the kernel of 
the matrix whose columns are di (icZ) and certain generalized directional derivatives of the 
functions J (i E I) have to be studied. 
Altogether, Theorem 2.2 provides quite handy tools to verify strict and strong convexity of Q”, 
respectively. Furthermore, it yields information about the structure of the modulus of strong 
convexity, and it shows how to perturb recourse models without additional convexity properties to 
arrive at strictly or strongly convex functions 0. 
3. Strong convexity-stochastic technology matrix A 
Let us first recall some concepts from probability theory and introduce a few notations. 
Let n,s and nnlwms denote the projections from R” x R”‘” to R” and KY”“, respectively. The induced 
measures pI := p 0 ~6~‘) p2:= p 0 7~; ’ ms are then called the marginal distributions of p with respect o 
z and A, respectively. By ,uf(A, .) we denote the regular conditional distribution of z given A. It has 
the following properties: 
pf(A, *) is a probability measure on R” for any A E R”“; 
the function pT(. , B,) : IR"" + [0, l] is measurable for any Bore1 set B1 in IF!?; 
for any Bore1 set B in Rfm+ ‘)’ it holds 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
P(B) = 
s s 
IIBtz> ~)c(:(~, dz)puz(dAL (3.3) 
UP Iws 
where IB denotes the indicator function of B. 
Since p acts on a complete, separable metric space, the regular conditional distribution &(A, *) 
exists, indeed (cf. [4, 73). 
Let us now return to our model (l.l)-(1.3). We will write the images A(w) of A in the form 
A(o) = (A,, A,(o)) where A,EL([W~, R”), A,(~)EI@Y-~, KY), 0 d k < m, and A0 is formed by 
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those column vectors of A(o) whose entries are all constant P-almost surely, i.e., in A(o) we 
separate the random from the nonrandom part. Of course, ,u~ is then concentrated on the range 
space of A( .), i.e., on a subspace of dimension (at most) (m - k)s. 
To sketch the central idea for the subsequent approach we remark that (3.3) implies for all x E R”, 
Q(x) = 
s s 
@(z - 4~u:V, dz)pz(dA). 
R”” w 
Now assume that the inner integral obeys (with a certain uniformity in A) a strong convexity as in 
Section 2 and then study the impact of the outer integral. To simplify the notation we will use the 
symbol E for integration with respect to ,u2. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume (Al)-(A3), let I/ c R” be nonempty, convex and suppose 
for p2-almost all AE KY’” the function 
cm):= s @(z - 5)&4 dz) (3.4) w 
is strongly convex on P := A( V ) with some modulus k(A), and there exists some tc > 0 such that 
tc(A) > rcfor ,u2-almost all A; 
E( II A II ‘1 < + ~0 ; (3.5) 
k d s, i.e., in A,(o) there are at least m - s columns; (3.6) 
A0 has full rank; (3.7) 
the matrix E(A:A,) - E(A,)TE(A,) is positive-definite. (3.8) 
Then Q is strongly convex on V. 
Proof. Let x1, x2 E V and A E [O, 11. We have 
Q&I + (1 - 11x2) = s,, @(z - AW, + (1 - +2))pL(d(z, A)) 
m 
+r,s 
=s @(z - LAX, - (1 - L)Ax,)/tu:(A, dz)p2(dA) (3.3) FP R‘ 
= s Q”AWXI +(1 - Wxz)fiz(dA) R”” 
< s (@,&XI) + (1 - WkG4x2) - k-(A)W - d II AXI - Ax2 I12Md4 (3.4) FP 
= lQ(xl) + (1 - il)Q(x,) - A(1 - 1) 
s 
44) II AXI - Ax2 II 21uz(d4 
(3.3) RrnS 
< IQ(xl) + (1 - 4Q(x2) - W - 4 
s 
II AXI - Ax2 II 2rU2W) 
(3.4) R”” 
= nQ(xI) + (1 - ;1)Q(x2) - +l - 1) (x1 - x,)~E(A~A)(x~ - x2). (3.9) 
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It remains to show that the positive-semidefinite matrix E(AT A) is even positive-definite. Recalling 
that A = (A,, A 1), where we have omitted the co in A, for convenience, we obtain 
E(ATA) = E 
A;5Ao A;5A, 
ATA 
I o ATA, 
Due to the assumptions (3.6) and (3.7), the matrix 
from the left by 
1, 0 
- E(A,)TAo(A;Ao)-l > Zm_k ’ 
&(A I) 
> E(&AJ ’
(3.10) 
A;fAo is invertible and we can multiply (3.10) 
where I,, ZmPk denote the identities of dimensions k and m - k, respectively. The multiplication 
does not change the determinant of (3.10), and yields 
( 
A;Ao &E(4) 
0 E(A;A,) - E(A,)TAo(A;fAo)P1 A;fE(A,) > ’ 
Of course, the above matrix is nonsingular if and only if the matrix 
J%&%) - E(A,)TA,(A~A~)-lA;SE(A~), (3.11) 
usually called the Schur complement in the literature, is nonsingular. Obviously, (3.11) coincides 
with 
E(A:A,) - E(Al)TE(A1) + E(A,)T(I, - A,(A;A,)-‘A;)E(A,). 
By assumption (3.8) we are done when having verified that 
-WWT(L - Ao(A;Ao)-‘A:)W%) 
is positive-semidefinite. 
To this end, observe that 
I, - Ao(A;fAo)P1 A; 
(3.12) 
is the matrix of the orthogonal projection from [w” onto the linear subspace 
{[E [w”: A;[ = O), 
and, hence, is positive-semidefinite. Therefore, also (3.12) is positive-semidefinite. 0 
At the beginning of Section 2 we have mentioned the missing strong convexity of Q for 
a nonstochastic matrix A. The above theorem shows how randomness in A improves the convexity 
properties of Q. 
Corollary 3.2. Assume (Al)-(A3), let V c R”’ be nonempty, convex and suppose that (3.4), (3.5) hold. 
Then, for all x1, x2 E V and all ;1 E [0, 11, we have 
Q(Lx, + (1 - 4x2) d iQ(xl) + (1 - ~)Q(xz) - lcI(l - A) II E(A)x, - E(A)x, II 2. 
Proof. The proof immediately follows from (3.9) and Jensen’s inequality. 0 
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Corollary 3.2 says that, given (3.4) and the mild integrability assumption (3.5) one arrives at 
a strong convexity property which is quite comparable to that for nonstochastic A with E(A) 
playing the role of A. “Investing a bit more”, namely (3.6))(3.8) we obtain the “real” strong 
convexity for Q (Theorem 3.1). Together with Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.1 provides the essential 
tools for verifying the strong convexity of Q in (1.2) right from the model (1.1))(1.3). Of course, the 
assumptions in Theorem 3.1 need some discussion, which is carried out below. In particular, 
assumption (3.4) seems hard to be verified. However, there exist specific situations where one is able 
to say a bit more about pf(A;) and in such cases also (3.4) can be checked quite easily. 
Remark 3.3. If the random vectors z and A are stochastically independent, then pf(A, .) = pi holds 
for pu,-almost all A E BP. Hence, (3.4) is satisfied if the function Q”(r):= SR% @(z - ~)~~i(d~) is
strongly convex on Uwtcj A ((0) (I/ ). 
Remark 3.4. Assume (Al), (A2)*, (A3) and suppose that there exist a convex set I/E [w”‘, constants 
r > 0, e > 0 and density functions O:., of ,u~(A;) such that @:,,(t’) 3 r for all t’~ [w” with 
dist(t’, uoER A(u)(V)) G e 
and pClz-almost all A E KY”. Then Theorem 2.2(ii) and Remark 2.6 imply the validity of assumption 
(3.4). Of course, the above implies necessarily that uwER A(o)(V) is bounded. Hence, it is reasonable 
to assume that V is bounded and that p2 has bounded support. 
Remark 3.5. The regular conditional distribution ,uf (A; .) has a density for /l,-almost all A E KY” if 
either z and A are independent and ,u~ has a density or if there exists a joint density of z and the 
random components in A, or if z and A are dependent, p2 is discrete (with countably many mass 
points) and p1 has a density. In the second case, the density for p:(A, .) computes as the quotient of 
the joint density and the marginal density for z. 
Remark 3.6. Assumption (3.8) is fulfilled if in any row of A,(o) the random entries are pairwise 
uncorrelated (i.e., their covariance is zero). Indeed, one then easily computes that the matrix 
E(ATA,) - E(A,)TE(A,) is diagonal with positive entries along the main diagonal. 
4. Stability of stochastic programs 
Let us now present a few consequences of the preceding results for the stability of stochastic 
programs. We will see how Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 provide sufficient conditions for stochastic 
programs with complete recourse to be stable in certain senses. 
We consider 
P(P) min{y(x) + Q(x, ,u):xEC) 
in the same way as in (l.l)-( 1.3), but understanding the underlying probability measure p as 
varying in a suitable space of parameters. Stability of P(p) is now studied in terms of the (extended 
real-valued) function cp assigning to p the optimal value of P(p) and, in terms of the set-function $, 
assigning to ,u the set of optimal solutions to P(p). Due to convexity, the optimally is always 
a global one. 
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The stability analysis of stochastic programs with respect to perturbations of the underlying 
probability measure allows a unified approach to questions arising from approximating complic- 
ated measures by simpler ones or to problems in connection with incomplete information about the 
measure. For details see, e.g., [S, 10, 19-23,251. 
One possible way to specify the parameter space for P(U) is to put it as 
mi(R’) = jPfE’P(W’?:jaE l,v,,$(du) < + ml, 
where z?(!@) denotes the set of all Bore1 probability measures on [WE (Kr:= (m + 1)s). For 
p, v~m,([W’) then the L,-Wasserstein distance is defined as follows: 
Wi(p, v) = inf 
(s 
Il~-~llr(d~,dv”):y~~(~,v) , 
UPXUP I 
where 
0(/&v)= {yE!Y([Wix[W~):~.7r;1 = &~Vc;l = v}. 
Now (ml@‘), IV,) is a metric space, and in [17] it is shown that a sequence {p,,} of probability 
measures ,u,, E Y([w’) converges in W 1 to p E m, (rW’) if and only if { ,u”> converges weakly to p and 
lim,+, j,i II Q II dd4 = f,~ II 0 II hW. Th e sequence {pun} is said to converge weakly to ~1 if 
Jh(Y)p,(dv) + j h(v)y(dv) for any bounded continuous function h : [w’ + R! [2]. 
In [20,21], analytical properties of the mappings cp and II/ were derived when equipping m;(K!‘) 
with weak convergence and the Wasserstein metric, respectively. Theorem 2.4 in [20] and 
Proposition 2.1 in [21] represent quite comprehensive results on the (Lipschitz) continuity of cp. 
Much less is known about (mainly quantitative) continuity properties of $. It has already been 
observed in [20,21] that, for nonstochastic A, the strong convexity of the function Q” (cf. (2.1)) is 
crucial in this respect. In what follows, we extend the quantitative analysis of solution stability to 
the case of a nonstochastic technology matrix A. Simultaneously, our sufficient conditions for 
strong convexity provide tools to check the assumptions which are much easier to handle than 
those in [20,21]. 
Theorem 4.1. Consider (1. l)-( 1.3), assume (A l)-(A3) and suppose that 11/(p) is nonempty and bounded. 
Let V E R” be some open, bounded, convex set containing $(r_l) and suppose that (3.4), (3.5) hold. Then 
there exist constants L > 0, S > 0 such that $(v) # fl and 
dH(EW)(ti(v)), E(A)(W))) G L. JJ’I(PL, v)“‘, 
whenever v E ml (R’), WI ( ,M, v) < 6. 
Here, E(A) has the same meaning as in Section 3 and dH denotes the usual Hausdorff distance of 
sets. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and Remark 2.5 in [20] there exist constants Lo > 0, &, > 0 such that 
8 # $(v) = V and 
IV(~) - cptv)l < Lo I% (K v) for all v~mi (R’), K(K v) < do. 
Denote G(x, v):= g(x) + Q(x, v) for all XE [w”, v~nt,([W”). 
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Let X E $(y). The optimality of X and Corollary 3.2 imply for all x E Cn V, 
G(% cl) < G(%x + 4, P) 
d 3 G(x, ,u) + 4 G(x, 11) - $ K IIE(A)x - E(A)% // 2. 
This yields 
G(x,p) 2 G(X,p) + $c IIE(A)x - E(A).fl/2. 
By (4.1), the set ,?(A)($@)) is a singleton. 
Put 6:= &, consider some v~m,([W’) with W,(p, v) < 6 and some x E $(v). It holds 
(4.1) 
II -w)x - w)x II 2 d f (W-T cl) - (3% 4) 
d f (Id/4 - ~($1 + 1% P) - G(x> 41) 
~2(~,W,(~,v)+IQ(x,~)-Q(x~v)l). K 
Recall that x E $(v) c I/ and that T/ is bounded. In view of the discussion in [20, p. 247, Remarks 
2.2, 2.51 there exists some constant L, > 0 such that 
IQ(x,p) - Q(x,v)l < LIWl(p,v) for allxEV/. 
Thus, 
II W)x - E(A)% II 2 < 2 (Lo + L1)W1(p, v) for all XE$(V). 0 Ic 
Theorem 4.1 contains Theorem 2.2 in [21] (where A(o) = A) as a special case. Therefore, 
Example 2.3 in [21] can again be used to show that the rate 3 on the right-hand side of the above 
estimate is best possible. Further, the examples in Remark 2.9 in [20] show that, for general convex 
g and C, the above estimate does not extend to the Hausdorff distance of the solution sets. For 
a nonstochastic technology matrix A, the following proposition gives sufficient conditions on g and 
C such that the estimate extends. 
Proposition 4.2 (Riimisch and Schultz [20, Theorem 2.71). C onsider (l.l)-( 1.3) with nonstochastic 
A. Assume (Al)-(A3), let ti(,u) be nonempty, bounded, g be convex quadratic and C c W” be 
a polyhedron. Suppose further that the function 0 (cf (2.1)) is strongly convex on a convex open set 
V containing A($(p)). Then there exist constants L > 0, 6 > 0 such that $(v) # Q, and 
d4Ic/(/4 NV)) < L . WI ( A W2> 
whenever v E m, (IF), WI (p, v) < 6. 
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For recourse models with random technology matrix there is another possibility to obtain 
a Holder estimate for the Hausdorff distance of solution sets. One simply has to combine Theorem 
3.1 with the essential ideas from Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.3. Consider (1.1))( 1.3). A ssume (Al)-(A3) and let $(a) he nonempty, bounded. Let I/ E KY’ 
be some bounded, open, convex set containing $(a) and suppose that (3.4))(3.8) hold. Then there exist 
constants L > 0, 6 > 0 such that $(v) # 8 and 
dH($(u)> $(v)) G L. WI(K v)“~, 
whenever vim,, W1(,u, v) -=c 6. 
Proof. Use the strong convexity of Q instead of the inequality from Corollary 3.2 and repeat the 
proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Also in the above theorem the exponent 4 on the right-hand side of the estimate is best possible 
(cf. Example 2.3 in [Zl], which fits the above setting, too). If the functions Q” and Q are not strongly 
convex but fulfill some uniform convexity as sketched for Q” in Remark 2.5, then the technique used 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1 leads to a quantification of solution convergence with the inverse of the 
convexity module on the right-hand side of the estimate. This fits into the general framework for 
quantitative stability presented in [ 11. 
Suppose again the A is nonrandom. When equipping m,([w”) with a pseudo-metric based on the 
Clarke subdifferential of the function Q( . , ,II) - Q( . , v) Lipschitz (semi-)continuity results for $ are 
derived in [23,22]. In [22] this led (among others) to the following estimate for the Hausdorff 
distance of solution sets. 
Proposition 4.4. Adopt the setting of Proposition 4.2. Then there exists a constant L > 0 such that 
whenever v E ml ([w”) is chosen such that the right-hand side is sujficiently small. 
Here F, (-B,) denotes the distribution function of vo ( - Bi) and Br, . . . ,& is a (minimal) 
collection of basis submatrices of W such that each normal cone to a vertex of MD is the union of 
suitable cones Bi( rW’+ ) (cf. Proposition 2.1 (v)). 
Although both Propositions 4.2 and 4.4 provide sharp estimates, Proposition 4.4 has the 
advantage that it is more attuned to specific modes of perturbation, for instance, to the case where 
,D is estimated via empirical measures p,,. Without going into details (for these we refer to [22]) let 
us mention that Proposition 4.4 leads to a law of the iterated logarithm and to a large deviation 
estimate of dH($(p), $(,u,J) without assuming that I/I(~) is a singleton. Hence, there is a direct way 
from our investigations in Section 2 to asymptotic results for estimated solutions in stochastic 
programming. 
The strong-convexity issue is also relevant in connection with stability results obtained by other 
authors: Variants of the second-order sufficient condition (SOSC) have a central place in 
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DupaEovB’s investigations on the stability of recourse problems (cf., e.g., [S]). Obviously, strong 
convexity is closely related to the SOSC (cf. also [lS]). Replacing the SOSC by the strong convexity 
of Q on suitable subspaces enables us to perform a stability analysis in the sense of [S] 
under less restrictive differentiability assumptions on Q. As already indicated above, Shapiro 
[23] developed a quantitative version of the upper semicontinuity of the mapping $ for recourse 
models. His analysis is based on an at least quadratic growth of the objective in the unperturbed 
problem along feasible directions near the (possibly multivalued) solution set. The connection to 
(4.1) is evident and so strong convexity of Q (or Q) contributes to verifying Shapiro’s growth 
condition. 
Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 also provide some guidelines to build the model (l.l)-(1.3) such that 
Q becomes strongly convex. For instance, if the second-stage costs 4 fulfill (A2) but not (A2)*, then 
a slight raise of q as mentioned in Remark 2.7 can be a remedy. The material in [19] gives the 
necessary argument that a perturbation of q is possible from the viewpoint of stability. Another 
possibility to achieve a better conditioned model via the strong convexity of the objective is to 
implant random elements into A such that the assumptions (3.4))(3.8) in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. 
If, for instance, A is originally nonrandom and the distribution pi of z fulfills (A4)*, then one could 
try to randomize suitable components of A (e.g., by discrete random variables) such that z and 
A are independent and (3.5)-(3.8) hold. By Theorem 3.1 the resulting Q is strongly convex. The 
corresponding recourse model now differs from the original one in its underlying probability 
distribution. However, the randomization can be organized in connection with the weak conver- 
gence of probability measures, and, again, it is possible to benefit from stability results when 
justifying the model change. 
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